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IP FloodLight Camera Laxihub F1-TY WiFi 1080P Tuya
Ensure the security of your home with the Laxihub brand. The Laxihub F1-TY outdoor IP camera records in Full HD 1080 p resolution for
crystal clear images. The 135° wide angle lens further enhances the field of view. The Laxihub F1-TY provides good visibility (up to 10 m
at  night)  and  clear  two-way  audio.  An  added bonus  is  motion  detection  supported  by  artificial  intelligence.  When the  camera  detects
motion, it will send a notification to your phone.
 
2100 lumens for perfect brightness
The Laxihub F1-TY outdoor IP camera is equipped with a Tuya LED light that provides incredible brightness. The Laxihub camera delivers
as much as 2100 lumens to accurately illuminate your driveway, front door or the area around your garage. This will help ease your way
into your home, but it will also deter a possible intruder. The camera is compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant.
 
Control the lighting your way
The light in the Laxihub F1-TY camera has been linked to motion, so the F1-TY will light up when the infrared sensor detects motion. The
camera will then record video - video duration is from 60 to up to 180 seconds. The light can also be controlled manually thanks to the
app, where it is possible to prepare a schedule.
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Two-way audio and easy communication
With Laxihub F1-TY, you can communicate with your guests and household members. Not only will you see them in the app, but you will
also relay important information to each other.  The F1-TY uses a built-in, ultra-responsive microphone and noise-canceling speaker that
lets you talk anywhere, anytime. For example, you can ask the delivery person to leave a package at your door.
 
Waterproof and durable
The Laxihub F1-TY outdoor IP camera will  work well  all  year round as it  is weatherproof.  The IP65 waterproof design ensures safe and
accurate recording regardless of snow or rain.
 
Tuya Smart and Arenti
The Laxihub F1-TY outdoor IP camera works with the Arenti app. It is also compatible with the Tuya Smart app, which provides maximum
capabilities and allows you to conveniently sync thousands of devices from different manufacturers. Through the app, you can monitor
the  situation  with  your  family  members  -  just  encourage  them to  download  it  and  share  access  to  the  camera.  Importantly,  you  can
cancel it at any time.
 
Free cloud storage
The Laxihub F1-TY outdoor IP camera supports FAT32 Micro SD cards (sold separately) with capacities from 8 GB to 128 GB. Videos can
be exported from the SD card in MP4 format. Importantly, there is 3 months of free cloud storage - when the camera detects motion or
sound, it will save video to the cloud for 72 hours (if the cloud storage service is enabled).
 
Alarm for improved security
If you suspect that there is an uninvited guest under your house, you can activate the siren. When motion is detected, the application will
send a message with the possibility of activating the 120 dB alarm.
 
Operating temperature
-20 °C to 50 °C
AC power supply
100V~240V
Total power
32W max
Installation
Wall mounting
Storage
SD card (max. 128 GB), cloud storage
Degree of protection IP
IP65
Dimensions
260 x 140 x 132mm (with bracket) 260 x 62 x 132mm (without bracket)
Net weight
640 g
Image sensor
1/2.9'' 2Mega CMOS
Effective pixels
1920(H)*1080(V)
Shutter
1/25~1/100,000s
Min. illumination
Color 0.01Lux@F1.2 Black & White 0.001Lux@F1.2
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Infrared range
Night vision up to 10m
Day/Night
Auto (ICR)/Color/Black & White
WDR mode
DWDR
Lens
2.8mm@F2.0, 135°
Compression
H.264
Transmission rate
32Kbps~2Mbps
Audio input/output
Built-in microphone/speaker
Alarm siren volume
120dB
Alarm trigger
Motion detection
Communication protocol
HTTP, DHCP, DNS, TCP/IP, RTSP
Interface protocol
Private
Wireless connectivity
2.4G WIFI (IEEE802.11b/g/n)
Supported Operating System
iOS 8 or later, Android 4.2 or later
Security
User authentication, AES-128, SSL
Lamp power
12.5Wx2
Color temperature
6000 K
Illumination
2100 lm max
Lamp control
Manual / PIR detection / Schedule
PIR detection
Detection range 12m
PIR angle
120°
Application
Arenti, Tuya Smart
Compatibility
Google Assistant, Amazon Alexa

Price:
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Before: € 71.4999

Now: € 66.51

Smart Home, Others
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